Abstract
Introduction
The superior performance of ensemble of classifiers in comparison with a single classifier is proven in many researches [1, 2] . But, to have a high performance ensemble, there are two concepts to concern about [1] : 1) the accuracy of every single member and 2) the diversity between the members. There have been many tackles to increase the diversity of members of an ensemble. Brown et al. [3] have categorized the diversity creation methods into three branches: methods that focus on starting point in hypothesis space, methods that vary set of accessible hypothesis, and hypothesis space traversal techniques.
Starting point in hypothesis space: This class includes methods tackling to diversify the final models by creating different initial settings (i.e. starting points within the hypothesis space). An example of these methods is generating an initial set of neural networks with different weights and training them with the same train set to reach different models which will be combined in an ensemble [4] , [5] . Since usually the resulted models are not diverse enough, this methods does not yield in good performances. This is true especially about the neural networks.
Set of accessible hypothesis: "These methods vary the set of hypotheses that are accessible by the ensemble [3] ." This variance is created by manipulating either training set (e.g. bagging, boosting, random feature subset, etc.) or classifier structure (e.g. different types of neural networks, different types of classifiers, different number of hidden nodes in neural network, etc.). An example of the first approach is the work of Melville and Mooney [6] , in which they develop a method, namely DECORATE (Diverse Ensemble Creation by Oppositional Relabeling of Artificial Training Examples), that directly constructs diverse hypotheses using additional artificially constructed training examples. Wang et al. [7] use the rarely attended second approach to combine neural networks and decision trees. Also, Partridge and Yates [8] diversify the structure of members of an ensemble of neural networks with incorporating different hidden nodes in them. Furthermore, some researchers (e.g. [9] ) have used a combination of training set and structural manipulation in order to gain better results.
Hypothesis space traversal: The methods in this group alter the way an algorithm traverse the hypothesis space to lead diverse models to reach in different hypothesis. These methods consist of two classes: penalty methods and evolutionary methods. The former is used in an ensemble of neural networks in [10] and an example of the latter is the work of Oliveira et al. [11] , in which a MOGA is used to optimize the accuracy and diversity of member classifiers. However, the above taxonomy is not strict and there are some other combinational approaches too. For example, Opitz [12] investigates ensemble feature selection by generating an initial set of Neural Networks with different input feature subsets (i.e. a method in the second category), each of which are encoded in a representative chromosome, and then evolves the population with genetic algorithm operators (i.e. a method in the third category). Similarly, Liu et al. [13] have utilized feature subset selection to create a primary set of KNN classifiers, and then have used MOGA to optimize this initial population. Furthermore, Li et al. [14] exploit genetic algorithm to optimize the weights of features used in an AdaBoost of KNN classifiers, combining structure manipulation with hypothesis space traversal. Also, Langdon and Buxton [15] reached an optimal way to combine different classifiers (i.e. set of accessible hypothesis) using genetic programming with classifiers as functions and their thresholds as the terminals of genotypes.
There are also many other researches blending the above approaches to reach a better performance [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . But to the best of our knowledge, only Kuncheva and Jain [23] have attempted to combine feature subset variance with different types of classifiers and then optimize the resulted population with genetic algorithm. In their paper, they encapsulate all the features of an ensemble in only one chromosome. As they stated, this increases the search space and thus the time of optimization, besides limiting the ability to extend algorithm to include other diversification techniques. In this paper, like Optiz [12] , we use each chromosome to represent only one classifier and search amongst classifiers to find the best subset of them to construct ensemble. But, include all Kuncheva and Jain [23] have suggested to improve ensemble diversity and hence performance. These, together, result in a better performance in comparison with Opitz's algorithm and more extensibility compared to Kuncheva and Jain's method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section a brief definition of the applied genetic algorithm, diversity measure, and performance criterion is provided. The third section is dedicated to the proposed algorithm. The fourth section describes the results of our experiments on some standard well-known datasets, and the last section concludes the research.
Preliminary
In this section, some of primary concepts of the proposed approach are presented. These are multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, diversity measure, and evaluation criterion applied in the suggested models. Furthermore, the base model, to which the proposed method is compared, is described briefly.
Weight-based genetic algorithm
There are many solutions for multi-objective optimization problems with evolutionary algorithms, especially genetic algorithm. A. Konak et. al [24] have reviewed and compared some of them, including VEGA, MOGA, WBGA, NPGA, RWGA, etc. The approach utilized in this paper is closer to WBGA amongst these approaches, so the following paragraph describes this algorithm.
Weight-based genetic algorithm or WBGA is proposed by Hajela and Lin [25] . In this multiobjective optimization algorithm, the fitness function is a weighted sum of normalizations of all the single objective functions. The sum of the weights also should be 1. To deal with the difficulty of priori approach of determining the values of weights, Hajela and Lin embedded these weights in the chromosome of each solution. So initially each solution possesses a different weight vector and these vectors are evolved through the generations. Since in our optimization problem there are only two objectives, here, a simple version of WBGA is used in which the weights of each objective function is specified prior to running the genetic algorithm and not embedded in the chromosome. This method is proposed by Opitz [12] . In his proposition, the sum of weights does not equal 1 and he uses the ratio of two weights multiplied in one of the objectives and set the weight of the other objective to 1. The best weights are calculated through a heuristic trial and error approach. 
Classifier diversity
Kuncheva and Whitaker [26] state that the accuracy of an ensemble is correlated with pair-wise diversity measures rather than symmetric measures of diversity. Therefore, this section provides an introduction to this class of criteria, one of the members of which is utilized in the proposed method.
There have been many pair-wise diversity criteria developed by the researchers of the field. A. Tsymbal et al. [1] examined five diversity measures on many datasets and compared their performance. Amongst them, the plain disagreement, the fail/non-fail disagreement, and the kappa degree-ofdisagreement statistic, which are described below, exhibited better performance.
Maybe the simplest and most common form of diversity measure is the plain disagreement. For two classifiers i and j, the plain disagreement is a number between 0 and 1 equal to the proportion of the instances on which the classifiers make different predictions [1] . Other pair-wise diversity criterion is the fail/non-fail disagreement measure. This measure shows the percentage of test instances for which the classifiers make different predictions but for which one of them is correct [1] . So this criterion has to do with a subset of what the plain disagreement measures and is usually less than it [1] .
The kappa degree-of-agreement statistic uses two concepts: the probability of agreement between two classifiers or Ɵ 1 and its correction term Ɵ 2 [1] . This statistic is computed as in (1), and Ɵ 1 and Ɵ 2 are calculated through equations (2) and (3) respectively. In these equations, N ij is the number of instances for which the first classifier predicts them as i and the other one classifies them as j. Furthermore, N i* and N *i indicate the instances recognized as i by the first and the second classifier respectively. Also in the equations l indicates the number of classes and N is the total number of the samples.
( 1 )
Amongst these three methods, we chose the plain disagreement measure, because firstly the fail/non-fail disagreement measure is similar to the plain disagreement in the binary classification problems, and secondly the plain disagreement is simpler than the kappa and close to it in performance [1] . So, the diversity of each member of an ensemble is the plain disagreement between it and the ensemble itself on the test samples and the diversity of the ensemble is the average of its member diversities.
Ensemble evaluation metric
To compare the results of the proposed algorithm with the other current methods, one of the mostly used criteria, namely percent correctly classified (PCC), is exploited. PCC or accuracy indicates the percentage of correctly classified cases in all of the classified samples. Since we use a thresholded voting scheme (see section III.C), the amount of PCC depends on the amount of the pre-specified threshold of each class. In this paper, the PCC of an ensemble is the best possible accuracy resulted from examining 100 possible thresholds between 0 and 1 with interval 0.01.
The base model
We selected Optiz's [12] method as the base model because of its similarity to our approach. Opitz starts his methodology with an initial set of one hidden layer fully connected neural networks. This set is trained out of a population of chromosomes. Each chromosome represents a set of features coded in a dynamic-length string of integers, where each integer indexes a particular feature, and each network is trained with the features declared in the related chromosome. Then iteratively the initial population is evolved with crossover (i.e. dynamic-length uniform crossover) and mutation functions of genetic algorithm. In his algorithm, Opitz continually includes new networks, generated with respect to output chromosomes of genetic operators, into its ensemble and scores each representing chromosome regarding the new ensemble. This concept is important since the calculation of diversity for each neural network, which is the diversity between the network and the ensemble, is highly dependent on the new ensemble. The fitness of each chromosome is computed as illustrated in equation (4), where the multiplier α is adjusted regarding the variations of ensemble and population diversity and accuracy in each iteration in comparison with the previous one. Opitz suggests not changing the value of α when the ensemble error decreases. He also proposes increasing the amount of α when the average population error is not increasing but the average diversity within the ensemble is increasing, and advices to decrease its value when the average population error is increasing the average diversity within the ensemble is not decreasing. He started α at 0.1 and changed its value 10% of its current value when needed. Finally, he chooses N fittest networks at the end of iterations to pass to the next generation. The cycle continues until a stopping rule is satisfied. The top N resulting networks constitute the final ensemble.
Here, the structure of chromosomes applied in Opitz's method was adapted to be useable with decision trees. Opitz used dynamic length strings to represent the vector of features. He let the features to be repeated in a chromosome in order to let them survive better through the generations besides giving the neural networks a better chance to utilize them better during the training. But this is not needed in decision trees, which select the most appropriate feature in each level based on Gini or Entropy measures. So we use a binary string with a fixed length equal to number of input features to encode the feature subsets. In this structure, each cell gets either value 1 or 0, respectively meaning the existence or absence of a feature in training the model.
Furthermore, we choose a one-point cross over and a one-point mutation function for this aim. The cross over and mutation points should be selected randomly each time executing those functions. Moreover, elitism is used in the selection phase for crossover and assuming that the size of the current population of the chromosomes is k, of the fittest individuals are selected (i.e. truncation selection) and every binary combination of them are considered. This process produces about k new children each of which are selected for mutation, with probability of 0.2. At last we have about k×1.2 new populations in each cycle.
In the next section we describe the main changes we have applied to Opitz's method.
Proposed algorithms
In the previous section, the Opitz's method is described with some changes in it to be adapted to decision trees. The next sections describe how we tried to improve his method by either modifying the way it calculates the diversity of members or hybridizing the ensembles.
Modified method
In addition to amending the chromosome structure and consequently genetic operators to be appropriate for decision trees (see section 2.4), we modified the way Opitz calculated the diversity of members. After evolving the initial population, he calculated the diversity of every single member with an ensemble of all existing models (i.e. population from the previous generation plus the newly generated population). But, the best condition would be reached if we know which chromosomes will pass to next generation and computed the diversity of single members with the ensemble of those top chromosomes in order to reach a precise measurement of diversity. Since identifying those chromosomes is dependent on the value of diversity itself, it is virtually impossible and we can only make an estimation of them. We propose the following steps to do this in each cycle:
1. Compute the accuracy of all chromosomes (i.e. the accuracy of each member can be measured independently). 2. Sort the population with respect to their accuracies. 3. Find groups of exactly similar chromosomes and hold one representative for each group and eliminate others to promote population diversity. 4. Choose the top N classifiers and make an ensemble of them to use it as a party in calculating the diversity of all other models. Besides improving the preciseness of diversity measurement, this method would hasten the algorithm too, because it constructs an ensemble of less number of classifiers in each cycle which requires less time to accomplish. Moreover, the method promotes population diversity by discarding similar chromosomes in each cycle, which is not considered in Opitz's method. As in [1] , we also use a pre-specified amount for α instead of adjusting it automatically in each iteration, but different amounts are examined for it in order to find the one resulting in best performance. The reason is reducing the number of parameters which requires determination before running the algorithm. In Opitz's method, one would require to define both the initial amount of α and its change amount. But in our method one should only pre-specify the value of α.
Hybridized base method
As mentioned before, the chief novelty of this paper is in hybridizing the Opitz's method with including different classification techniques in the ensemble in order to enhance its diversity and consequently accuracy. This new aspect should be reflected in the structure of the genetic algorithm chromosomes. This is done as illustrated in figure 1. In the new approach, both the feature subset and classifier type (two parameters required to develop a classifier) are embedded in the chromosome. For each generated chromosome, a model is trained using the features and classifier specified in it. Moreover, the genetic crossover operator is designed as shown in figure 2. It is a two-point crossover function in which also the classifier types of the parent chromosomes are exchanged with the probability of 0.5 for the sake of population diversity. Also, a two point mutation function is used. The first point is dedicated randomly to features and the second point addresses the classifier type and changes its values to a random number between 1 and c. The selection method and mutation probabilities are adopted form the modified method described in the previous section. 
Hybridized modified method
Hybridizing the modified method described in section 3.A, we reach the hybridized modified method. In other words, this method inherits the diversity calculation process from the modified method and the structure of chromosome and genetic operators from the hybridized method. 
Applied integration method
A type of thresholded voting [19] is examined for drawing a decision with the hybrid classifier in this paper. The method depends on the number of votes and the pre-specified threshold. If the percentage of positive votes of the k member classifiers is more than the threshold, the sample is told to be positive and vice versa. 100 possible thresholds between 0 and 1 with interval 0.01 are examined to find the best solution with the highest accuracy.
Experiments
The Opitz's method and its variations are examined on five standard UCI datasets with different characteristics. These datasets are listed in table 1.
For comparing these algorithms, first the amount of parameter α was set to 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 2, and the average result of 5 times executing the algorithm for each setting is calculated in order to find the best setting. The genetic algorithms go through 20 generations starting with 50 randomly generated decision trees. Also, averaged diversity curves are recorded for each setting. The experiment on the Glass dataset exhibits the better performance of our modified and hybridized algorithms. But, the diversity of HMM method is less than those of MM-CART and MM-C4.5. As mentioned earlier, besides ensemble diversity, also the members' accuracy influence the overall performance of an ensemble. Accordingly, this event can be explained by saying that our modified hybridized method selects the members that are not as diverse as two pure modified methods, but more accurate than them. This is natural, since the gaps of a set of one type of classifiers can be filled by the classifiers of other type. This is also true about Pima and Ionosphere datasets.
It can be seen in the results of running the six algorithms on Parkinson dataset, that here the HMM method is in the second place after MM-C4.5 method, while its diversity is more than all other methods, including MM-C4.5. The reason, as illustrated in the figure, is the large gap between the performances of MM-C4.5 and MM-CART. This causes the combination of these two kinds of classifiers to deteriorate the accuracy of ensemble by ignoring the first feature of an ideal ensemble. In other words, lower accuracy of CART classifiers, besides their high diversity, causes them to be included in the ensemble and this makes the ensemble accuracy diminish while increasing its diversity. The same happened in Liver Disorder experience. Furthermore, Liver Disorder is the only case in which the base methods overcome the modified methods. In this case the initial set of classifiers are diverse enough and improving their accuracy regardless of their diversity, which happens in the 2 best algorithms (i.e. BM-CART and HBM), causes an initial rise in the ensemble performance during the first generations. But, continuing this trend without promoting chromosome diversity decreases the ensemble accuracy considerably.
Other point is the outperformance of modified methods in comparison with base methods in 4 out of 5 experiences. This applies, because, as addressed before, our method promotes population diversity by removing repeated individuals, which consequently improves classifier diversity. This has not been considered in Opitz's method. This, also, can be easily understood looking at the diversity curves.
Finally, while the performance of the modified methods soars in the later generations, base methods exhibit an initial growth in their accuracy followed with a slump. Again, the reason is the elimination of repeated chromosomes, which retains the classifiers from becoming similar through the generations, what happens to the base algorithms.
To sum up, while the pure modified methods perform better than base methods in all cases except Liver Disorder, it can be concluded that the hybrid modified method would classify even more accurately if the performance of the two classifiers in a dataset are close enough to each other.
Conclusion and future research
In this paper a new approach for creating a hybrid high diversity ensemble of classifiers is proposed. This method uses feature subset selection and classifier type variance to construct a diversified set of classifiers and exploits an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the accuracy and diversity of these initial set in order to develop a high quality ensemble of them. The results of experiencing the proposed method and other existing methods on three standard datasets shows the better performance of the proposed methods, especially in datasets with higher dimensionality and small number of instances, in which bagging or boosting might not perform as well. Indeed, this method is more useful in cases that there is a distance between the accuracy of the most elite and average classifiers in a pure ensemble. In these cases, that gap might be filled with classifiers of other types. Furthermore, to be a successful method, the proposed approach should use those types of classifiers whose prediction accuracies are not very different.
It should be noted that in this research only a few types of classifiers (i.e. C4.5 and CART) are used in the ensembles and the effect of using more types, which is expected to be positive, should be investigated. Also, here a method similar to WBGA is adopted as the evolutionary algorithm and other evolutionary algorithms, such as MOGA, should be tested too. Finally, incorporating bagging or boosting in this method to further increase the diversity and probably the accuracy of the generated models is left for future researches. 
